Every Banach space with separable second dual can be equivalently renormed to have weakly uniformly rotund dual. Under certain embedding conditions a Banach space with weakly uniformly rotund dual is reflexive.
Introduction
A Banach space X is said to be weakly uniformly rotund (WUR) if for each f ∈ S (X * ), given ε > 0 there exists δ(ε, f ) > 0 such that for x, y ∈ S (X), | f (x − y)| < ε when x + y > 2 − δ.
Hájek [8] solved a long-standing problem showing that a WUR Banach space is an Asplund space. (A simpler proof due to Godefroy appears in [5, p. 397] .) This result suggests that the WUR property might have more interesting consequences as a dual property. We show in Section 2 that any Banach space with separable second dual can be equivalently renormed to have WUR dual. In Section 3 we show that a Banach space which satisfies a special condition stated in terms of its natural embeddings is reflexive if it has WUR dual.
The norm of a Banach space X is Gâteaux differentiable at x ∈ S (X) if lim λ→0
x + λy − x λ exists for all y ∈ S (X), or equivalently lim λ→0
x + λy + x − λy − 2 x λ = 0 for all y ∈ S (X), and is uniformly Gâteaux differentiable (UG) if, given y ∈ S (X), the limit is approached uniformly for all x ∈ S (X) [3, pp. 2 and 63] . A Banach space X has weak * uniformly rotund (W * UR) dual X * if for each x ∈ S (X), given ε > 0, there exists δ(ε, x) > 0 such that for f, g ∈ S (X * ),
It is well known that a Banach space X is WUR if and only if the dual norm of X * is UG and that a Banach space X has UG norm if and only if the dual X * is W * UR [3, p. 63] .
We use the characterisation of differentiability properties of the norm by continuity of associated mappings. For each x ∈ S (X) we consider the set D(x) ≡ { f ∈ S (X * ) : f (x) = 1}. The mapping x → f x of X into X * we call a support mapping if for each x ∈ S (X), we have f x ∈ D(x), and for real λ > 0, f λx = λ f x . P 1.1. For a Banach space X with dual X * and second dual X * * :
(i) the norm of X is Gâteaux differentiable at x ∈ S (X) if and only if there exists a support mapping x → f x of X into X * such that for each y ∈ S (X) the real-valued mapping x → f x (y) is continuous at x [4, p. 22]; (ii) the norm of X is UG if and only if for each y ∈ S (X) the real-valued mapping x → f x (y) is uniformly continuous on S (X) [6, p. 394]; (iii) the norm of X * * is Gâteaux differentiable at x ∈ S ( X) if and only if there exists a support mapping x → f x of X into X * such that for each F ∈ S (X * * ) the realvalued mapping x → f x (F) is continuous at x [7, p. 105] . (iv) the norm of X * * is UG if and only if for each F ∈ S (X * * ) the real-valued mapping x → f x (F) is uniformly continuous on S (X).
The proof of (iv) follows from Lemma 2.1 below.
Renorming for WUR dual
The proof of our renorming theorem is based on a characterisation of the WUR property of the dual by support mappings. L 2.1. A Banach space X has WUR dual X * if and only if there exists a support mapping x → f x of X into X * such that for each F ∈ S (X * * ) the real-valued mapping x → f x (F) is uniformly continuous on S (X).
P. For any support mapping x → f x of X into X * , 4 ≤ f x + f y x + y + f x − f y x − y for x, y ∈ S (X).
Consider any support mapping x → f x of X into X * . For sequences {x n } and {y n } in S (X) such that x n − y n → 0, we have f x n + f y n → 2. So if X * is WUR, given F ∈ S (X * * ), we have F( f x n − f y n ) → 0; that is, the uniform continuity property holds.
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Conversely, suppose the uniform continuity property holds. Then for any F ∈ S (X * * ), given ε > 0, there exists δ(ε, F) > 0 such that for x, y ∈ S (X),
We extend this uniform continuity property from X to a partially uniformly continuous support mapping on X * * . We begin by choosing 0 < δ < ε < 1/2. Consider x ∈ S (X) and G ∈ S (X * * ) such that x − G < δ 2 /8 and
Consider a σ(X * * * , X * * ) neighbourhood of F G determined by F and x and δ 2 /8. Since B( X * ) is σ(X * * * , X * * ) dense in B(X * * * ), there exists f ∈ B(X * ) such that
By the Bishop-Phelps-Bollobás theorem [1] there exist y ∈ S (X) and f y ∈ D(y) such that x − y < δ and f y − f < δ. So using the uniform continuity property,
For the support mapping on X * * we have the inequality
By the uniform continuity property,
and this is so when |λ| < δ 2 /17. So the norm of X * * is UG on S ( X). If X * is not WUR then for some F ∈ S (X * * ) there exist some r > 0 and sequences { f n } and {g n } in S (X * ) such that f n + g n → 2 but F( f n − g n ) > r for all n ∈ N. Consider a sequence of positive real numbers {λ n } with λ n → 0 such that 2 − f n + g n ≤ λ 2 n for all n ∈ N. Then sup x∈S (X)
But this contradicts the norm of X * * being UG on S ( X). The duality between WUR space X and the UG property of the norm of its dual X * provides the proof of Proposition 1.1(iv).
R E T R A C T I O
To prove our renorming theorem we need the following generalisation of Goldstine's theorem. L 2.2. For a Banach space X with an equivalent norm · (not necessarily a dual norm) on its second dual space X * * , we have B ( X) weak * dense in B (X * * ).
P. The restriction · X induces an equivalent norm · on X which has canonical renorming · on its dual spaces X * and X * * . Suppose there exists F 0 ∈ B (X * * ) \ B (X * * ). Since B (X * * ) is weak * compact we can strongly separate F 0 from B (X * * ) by an f ∈ X * ; that is, there exist α > 0 and ε > 0 such that
So f (x) ≤ α for all x ∈ B (X), which implies that f ≤ α. But noting that B (X) = B (X), we have f = sup{ f (x) : x ∈ B (X)} . Then |F 0 ( f )| ≤ α F 0 ≤ α, but this contradicts our separation property, and so we conclude that B (X * * ) ⊆ B (X * * ). By
, and again, since B ( X) = B ( X) we have that B ( X) is weak * dense in B (X * * ).
T 2.3.
A Banach space X with separable second dual X * * can be equivalently renormed to have a WUR dual X * .
P. Since X * * is separable there exists a continuous linear mapping T from Hilbert space l 2 into X * * and T (l 2 ) is dense in X * * [3, Lemma 2.5(i), p. 47]. Since l 2 has a UG norm and T maps l 2 onto a dense subset of X * * , we have that X * * admits a UG norm · [3, Theorem 6.8(ii), p. 65]. This · is an equivalent norm on X * * but on the face of it not necessarily a dual norm. However, · | X is an equivalent norm on X. Working with (X * * , · ), there is a support mapping F → F F of X * * into X * * * such that for any G ∈ S (X * * ) the real-valued mapping F → F F (G) is uniformly continuous on S (X * * ). This mapping restricted to X induces a support mapping x → F x = f 0 + y ⊥ on S ( X). We analyse the nature of this mapping. Now
Since the norm · on X is Gâteaux differentiable f 0 = f x the unique support functional at x, x = 1.
Given ε > 0, there exists F ε ∈ X * * , F ε = 1, such that
From Lemma 2.2 we have that B ( X) is weak * dense in B (X * * ) so there exists z ∈ X, z ≤ 1 such that
R E T R A C T I O N
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Then f 0 ( z) > f 0 (F ε ) − ε > f 0 − 2ε and we conclude that on X * * , f 0 = 1 and so f 0 ∈ D( x). Since the norm · on X * * is Gâteaux differentiable so f 0 = f x the unique support functional at x, x = 1.
So restricting the support mapping F → F F to X, we have the support mapping x → f x on X and for each G ∈ S (X * * ), x → f x (G) is uniformly continuous on S ( X) so x → f x (G) is uniformly continuous on S (X). Then Lemma 2.1 implies that X with equivalent norm · has WUR dual X * .
In the quest to find out how badly behaved are the dual spaces of a nonreflexive Banach space X, it is known that X * * * is nonsmooth. On the other hand, Smith [9] showed that the James space J can be equivalently normed to have J * * * rotund. Our Theorem 2.3 improves his result by showing that a Banach space X with separable second dual X * * can be equivalently renormed to have W * UR third dual X * * * .
Reflexivity for WUR dual
We need the following property implied by the UG property of the norm on X [10, p. 325]. L 3.1. Given a Banach space X with UG norm, for each x ∈ S (X) all elements of D( x) have the form f x + y ⊥ where f x ∈ D(x) and y ⊥ ∈ X ⊥ .
P. We show that if the norm of X is UG then the norm of X * * is Gâteaux differentiable at every F ∈ S (X * * ) in S ( X) directions. Suppose that the norm of X * * is not Gâteaux differentiable at some F ∈ S (X * * ) in the direction x ∈ S ( X). Then there exist r > 0 and a sequence of positive numbers {λ n } where λ n → 0 such that
and sequences { f n } and {g n } in S (X * ) such that
; that is, X * is not W * UR and so X does not have UG norm. If the norm of X * * is Gâteaux differentiable at F ∈ S (X * * ) in direction x ∈ S ( X) then
So for F F ∈ D(F), F F | X is a unique limit which implies that D( x) consists of elements of the form f x + y ⊥ . Given a Banach space X, for each n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . we denote by Q n the natural embedding of the nth dual space X (n) into the (n + 2)th dual space X (n+2) . It was shown some time ago by Mark Smith that if X satisfies a special condition stated in terms of natural embeddings then X with WUR dual X * is reflexive. (His proof has been presented in [11, Proposition 9.10, p. 82].)
R E T R
For the proof of the following theorem, which is a variant of Smith's result, we need to recall some fundamental properties: for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , we have Q * n−1 Q n = I n , the identity mapping on X (n) ; we write P n = Q n−1 Q * n for the norm-one projection of X
onto X (n) ; and I n − P n is the projection of X (n+2) onto X (n)⊥ . T 3.2. A Banach space X with properties
P. Consider a nonreflexive Banach space X with properties (i) and (ii) and
. By the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists φ ∈ X (4) such that φ(x ⊥ ) = 1 and φ( f ) = 0 for all f ∈ X * and φ = 1/d(x ⊥ , X * ). Now x ⊥ = (I − P 0 )(x ⊥ − f ) ≤ I − P 0 x ⊥ − f for all f ∈ X * . But property (i) implies that I − P 0 = 1. So
, X * ) = 1 and so φ = 1. Consider the two elements in X (5) , Q 3 (x ⊥ ) and (Q 3 − Q * * 1 )(x ⊥ ). Now Q 3 (x ⊥ ) = 1; by property (ii) we have (Q 3 − Q * * 1 )(x ⊥ ) = d(x ⊥ , X * ) = 1. Since φ ∈ X * ⊥ we have Q * * 1 (x ⊥ )(φ) = 0, so Q 3 (x ⊥ ) and (Q 3 − Q * * 1 )(x ⊥ ) both attain their norms at φ. However, Q * * 1 (x ⊥ )(Q 2 (F)) ≡ x ⊥ (F) 0 for some F ∈ X * * . So Q * * 1 (x ⊥ ) X * * ⊥ . By Lemma 3.1, the second dual X * * cannot have UG norm and consequently the dual X * cannot be WUR.
Brown [2] has demonstrated that the Banach space c 0 has Q 2 − Q * * 0 = 1 but Q 3 − Q * * 1 = 2. Now it follows from our Theorems 2.3 and 3.2 that any nonreflexive Banach space X with separable second dual X * * has an equivalent norm where Q n+2 − Q * * n 1 for n = 0 or 1.
